
 

Paper one was a wake up call about how different collegiate level papers differ from high school 
AP level papers. In paper one more freedom was given on an essay prompt than I have ever 
received in any class, which initially sounds like a good thing but, after being told a specific way 
to write and structure my essays for such a long time this was actually a much more difficult 
paper than I thought. After brainstorming for a few days I thought to write about something me 
and my friends went on that we called “The Ritual” which has no evil intentions it is just a late 
night trip to steak n shake. I got this idea because I do not think that I have ever actually written 
a personal narrative and I thought convey many of the aspects of a personal narrative such as 
dialogue with this topic fairly easy. Even with this I still struggled to get my paper to read like a 
personal narrative. I think this failure is in part due to writing in a third person point of view for 
such a long time it is very hard to get into the mindset that you should be writing in a first person 
point of view. Although I struggled to get this to read like a personal narrative I think I was fairly 
successful in conveying the main ideas that were most important in my essay such as 
explaining a place that I really felt heard. 
 
Paper two was a familiar style of paper, because I have had to write many research papers 
before for my various classes. This type of research paper was much different, and initially very 
overwhelming. I thought that I was going to join an intramural sports team and research my 
community that way because at the beginning of the semester I had so much free time I thought 
I was going to join one regardless. Long story made short, I did not end up joining an intramural 
sports team and had to find a community fast. I decided on my exploratory community because I 
already had tons of background knowledge and thought I could write a paper fairly easily. I 
started with explaining how exploratory students are dealt with starting from orientation and how 
their advising meetings are structured. Then the bulk of my paper was explaining the class that 
they strongly recommend that you take which is a 1 credit hour course that is geared around 
getting you in a major confidently but really it just seems like they want you in a major quickly 
and that is not just with the class that seems like a theme with the exploratory program as a 
whole. In conclusion I think this was the most difficult paper I have ever to write due to having to 
conduct a majority of my own research but, I think im fairly happy with the result. 
 
Project three was a pretty easy project it focused on them same community that we researched 
in project 2 just presenting the information in multiple genres. I chose to do a podcast, 
Instagram page and a flyer. My podcast mainly focused what a new students experience would 
be if he/she joined as a freshman I talked about how the meetings would go, the pressures they 
would face and basically my overall evaluation of my experience in the program. My flyer 
focuses on the three tiers of choosing your major which are Self, Major and Career the 
exploratory program focuses heavily on these three ideals. Self is supposed to be figuring out 
yourself to find a career you would be comfortable with then choosing a major based on the 
career. Lastly, I made an instagram page which kind of encompeses all of my genres in one 
because I promote my podcast on this page also posted a picture of my flyer so it has all of my 
genres. 


